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SK I D –ST E E R LO A D E R



BUILT FOR THE JOB. MADE FOR THE DRIVER.
Tenacity, efficiency and versatility backed by
Toyota safety and dependability.

The Toyota skid-steer loader  has already established a solid
reputation for versatility and maneuverability at work sites all
over the world.  These rugged skid-steer loaders have boosted
productivity and made the operator's job easier at a variety of
tasks ranging from agriculture and landscaping applications to
heavy-duty load handling and construction.

The tough and reliable diesel engines have also built a reputa-
tion of their own.  These engines are a careful blending of time-
proven Toyota know-how and advanced technology that will
provide the power to get the job done with a minimum of noise
and vibration.   Not only are they ahead of their
time in technology, but they can meet
or exceed current exhaust
emission standards as well as
the more stringent ones
scheduled for introduction in
many countries.



High–Power
Low–Emission

1DZ-II Diesel
Engine



GUARD AND TACKLE.
Protects the operator while the skid-steer loader
attacks the job.

Smooth and speedy scooping, transporting and loading dirt
or gravel on a truck.  And it does it all while keeping opera-
tor fatigue-causing noise and vibration at surprisingly low
levels.  The low noise and low vibration are also the result of
advanced Toyota technology and know-how.  So are the
comprehensive safety measures which stand ready to guard
the operator "just in case" the unplanned happens.

A spacious operator's compartment, ergonomically posi-
tioned control levers and a comfortable and supporting seat
help make the operator's job more productive.  The strategic
use of rubber mounts for the engine and seat help to shield
the operator from fatigue-causing vibration.

Low Vibration System
Toyota achieves its famous full-floating engine system
through the use of specially designed engine mounts.
These engine mounts dramatically reduce the amount of
vibration felt in the operator's compartment.  Vibration
is further reduced by using similar mounts for the
operator's compartment which also reduces control lever
vibration.  Extensive studies have shown that reduced
noise and vibration help the operator work more
efficiently longer.

Low-Noise Model (Option)
This option further reduces operating noise.  Lower
noise is attained by sealing areas  around the engine and
near the operator's seat.  These steps and the extensive
use of sound-absorbing materials bring the noise level at
the operator's ear to 85 dB(A)* and the level at points
around the skid-steer load to 73 dB(A)*.

* At no-load, maximum engine rpm.
  (Average of four directions measured at 7 meters.)



Multiple Safety Lock System
Essential safety operations are performed automatically
with the Multiple Safety Lock System.    Lift the seat
bar and the  parking brake is set and foot pedals are
locked out and cannot be used.  Both  electric and
mechanical locking systems are used for the foot pedals.
The operator must sit on the operator's seat, lower the
seat bar and turn the engine key on to release the pedal
lock.

Comfortable Operating Seat
Entering the operator's compartment is made easy by a
wide entrance and an assist grip  on the lift arm.  Once
on the comfortable seat, the operator's hands will
naturally come to rest on the control levers while the
feet are securely positioned on the foot pedals.

ROPS/FOPS-Approved Operator's Guard
The operator's guard has been designed and tested to
meet the stringent Roll Over Protective Structure/
Falling Object Protective Structure (ROPS/FOPS)
standards.

* Meets the following standards:
ROPS: ISO 3471: 1994

FOPS: ISO 3449: 1992

Exhaust Emissions Meet Strict Standards
Both the 1DZ-II Engine, well known for its low-noise,
high-power operation, and the quiet-operating 3TNE
engine are capable of meeting or exceeding most current
and upcoming exhaust emission standards in a wide
range of countries.  This underscores the fact that hard-
working Toyota engines are also friendly to the
environment.

Note: The rear window is available as an option on the Low Noise Model.



Toyota. A reputation built on getting tough tasks done.

TIME PROVEN AND TASK TOUGH.

Toyota engines promise powerful bucket operations and fast
travel speeds.  Then the time-proven sharp dumping angle
speeds unloading and clearing of the bucket.  A self-leveling
bucket that keeps the bucket level as it is raised is available as
an option.  Special steps have been taken to ensure durability
and reliability over years of operation.

Easy-to-Read Overhead Instrument Panel
The overhead instrument panel allows the operating
status of the skid steer loader to be monitored easily.
Warning lamps are used to alert the operator in the rare
event of trouble with the air cleaner, sedimenter or HST
oil pressure.

Easy-Access Tip-Up Operator's Guard
While daily maintenance can be easily performed
through the rear-mounted engine hood and rear grille,
the tip-up operator's guard provides quick access to the
engine compartment for more complicated servicing.

Dependable Hydrostatic Transmission
Toyota's hydrostatic transmission (HST) is the secret to
its quick and nimble operation.  Key components in this
system, such as the pump and motor, are built for
enhanced durability while a highly efficient cooling
system helps keep hydraulic lines operating cool and
trouble-free.



Manure Fork

Grapple Fork

Blade

Pallet Fork

Task-Specific Attachments
Specialized attachments can customize the Toyota Skid
Steer Loader to a specific task for enhanced productivity.
Attachments include the Grapple Fork for bulky loads and
the Blade for grading, snow removal and other tasks.
Other compatible attachments, including those hydraulically
operated, can also be easily attached to the Toyota Skid
Steer Loader.
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MODEL VARIATION
4SDK4 4SDK8 4SDK10

MAIN SPECIFICATIONS

ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS

ledoM leseiD RAMNAY
66NT3

RAMNAY
86ENT3

RAMNAY
48ENT3

tnemecalpsiDnotsiP cc 856 487 6941

m.p.r/rewopesroHdetaR Wk 0003/11
)0062/01(

0003/31
)0062/21(

0542/12
)0512/91(

.m.p.r/euqroTdetaR m-N 0532/83 0002/94 0061/29

ledoM leseiD ATOYOT
II-ZD1

ATOYOT
Z2

tnemecalpsiDnotsiP cc 6842 9643

m.p.r/rewopesroHdetaR Wk 0042/14
)0022/83(

0042/94
)0022/64(

.m.p.r/euqroTdetaR m-N 0061/661 0061/612

ledoM 3KDS4 4KDS4 5KDS4 6KDS4 8KDS4 H-8KDS4 01KDS4

ledoMenignE 66NT3 86ENT3 48ENT3 48ENT3 II-ZD1 II-ZD1 Z2

)AES(daoLgnitarepO gk 072 023 034 005 006 056 028

yticapaCtekcuB m-uc 41.0 71.0 22.0 82.0 13.0 13.0 53.0

htdiWtekcuB A mm 009 009 0321 0351 0351 0351 5851

elcriCecnaraelC
)tekcuBDTShtiw( B mm 0931 0241 0961 0481 0981 0981 0491

thgieHllarevO
)drauGs'rotarepOhtiw( C mm 5281 5281 0481 5291 5291 5291 0402

htgneLllarevO
)tekcuBhtiw( D mm 5932 5442 0482 5003 0603 0603 5223

Availability and specifications are determined regionally and are subject to change without notice.
Please consult your Toyota representative for details.
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